A quantitative genetics model for viability selection.
Viability selection will change gene frequencies of loci controlling fitness. Consequently, the frequencies of marker loci linked to the viability loci will also change. In genetic mapping, the change of marker allelic frequencies is reflected by the departure from Mendelian segregation ratio. The non-Mendelian segregation of markers has been used to map viability loci along the genome. However, current methods have not been able to detect the amount of selection (s) and the degree of dominance (h) simultaneously. We developed a method to detect both s and h using an F2 mating design under the classical fitness model. We also developed a quantitative genetics model for viability selection by proposing a continuous liability controlling the viability of individuals. With the liability model, mapping viability loci has been formulated as mapping quantitative trait loci. As a result, nongenetic systematic environmental effects can be easily incorporated into the model and subsequently separated from the genetic effects of the viability loci. The quantitative genetic model has been verified with a series of Monte Carlo simulation experiments.